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It is a prequel to the previous game, and is
arguably more well known, but this sequel is
easier to "To this day, if I ever get the urge to
drink two beers in one sitting, I switch off my
phone." Those were the words of BrewDog
founder James Watt in the August issue of Wired
magazine. He had recently completed a
whirlwind tour of New Zealand with Dave
Peacock in his specially-built mobile brewery,
Hot Water - 'A hot shower for beers, not bath-
tubs' – making a trademark of his belief that a
craft beer drinker should be able to 'have a ball
with their beer'. Beer and technology are closely
linked. Just think of the eighteenth-century ale
brewers who – by using a pump with a spring to

https://urluss.com/2sESac


force water up through a long copper tube –
created the first beer refrigeration system. The
first brewers' recipe books – the first reference
to the use of hops or the depth of the wort - all
date to around the 1660s, which must have been
the time when modern beer making was
invented. One hundred years later, and James
Watt would be born. He would see the
continuing evolutions of the brewery, and the
industrial revolution that followed, and pioneer
the new age of the microbrewery. How did we
get here? A wild-idea meet the right brewer with
the right brewing equipment? A modern mash
tun, a copper kettle for a pale ale and an
automatic, three-stage fermentation? And what
about the drivers? For the last 150 years, many
beer drinkers have – and still believe – that the
better quality their beer, the better the taste.
That once the ale has been brewed, and the
fermentation begun, to get the maximum alcohol
level is the wrong way to go. Instead, the best
way is to make the beer as soon as possible, and
let the yeast do the work for you. Then the
drinker chooses from the different styles, but is
also influenced by the technologies available. For



every bitter you can have a hoppy ale, a lager, a
strong ale, a black ale and so on. But what if you
want to go further? Or, if you have a very good
quality of malt available, what if you wanted to
try something very unusual? This is where the
brewer comes in. In 1870, when brewing that
had been carried on for centuries, was
revolutionised when the realisation that there
are many different kinds of drink, and
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